Today’s Agenda

Reflections from Co-chairs on first two days
Plenary Discussion on Co-chair Reflections
Plenary Discussion:
Key issues to be discussed and developed further in breakout groups(stakeholder actions)?
Break
UNREDD & LEAF Present on Ways forward
Breakout Groups:
What are the key stakeholder actions to address the issues identified?
12:30 Lunch
Report Back and Plenary Discussion
Plenary Discussion: Next Steps for TFD and its partners
15:30 Adjourn
Reflections from the 2 days

• Women’s Exclusion is a result of social/cultural factors;
• Is the forest sector special/different compared to the other sectors?

• Benchmark, learn from the other sectors’ best practices
• Champion/role models, success stories
• Education, awareness, leadership training:
  – Women have a lot of leadership potential: educate to lead!
• Networking, mentoring and experience sharing
• Confidence building and proactive approach (Chelibeti women CFUG and 64 ha)
• “Make it a business case” ; “Equality Means Business”
• Allies at higher levels needed: institutional/professional level inclusion of women
• Need to address household level resistance: education of men
• Women’s limited access to Resources